Non Skid Fiberglass Coating
3 Step Fiberglass Floor Coating

Our Non Skid Floor Coating is
a 3 step system that is usually
applied over existing floor coatings to provide a flexible textured
non-skid surface. We also offer
a polymer modified non shrink
Metal Lath Cement which can be
used as a basecoat over plywood
when combined with a metal lathe
so the fiberglass coating or other
decorative floor coating can go
over it, reducing the chances of
cracking of the fiberglass at the
seams. All of the components
are waterbased making it easy to
work with. The Fiberglass Resin
is applied over the fiberglass to
bond it to the floor while providing
a flexible film. When that is dry
an Acrylic Textured Basecoat is
applied over it to get the desired
texture. The final coat is a roller
and brushed coat of Acrylic Deck
Paint to provide a uniform glossy
colored finish. Below are illustrations of how the metal lathe is
applied over a plywood floor and
the 3 basic steps of the fiberglass
floor coating.

VERSA-DECK
Metal Lathe Cement for Plywood

Staple the Metal Lath
directly to the plywood
using a 1” crown
staple.

Pour fast setting Metal
Lath Cement directly
onto metal lath and start
troweling .

3 Step Non Skid Fiberglass Concrete Coating

Begin rolling
Fiberglass Resin
into Fiberglass.

Apply the Textured
Basecoat with a
hopper gun, trowel or
roller.

Apply the Acrylic Deck
Paint using a brush
and roller.

DECK PAINT
Waterproofing Sealer

Deck Paint is an all Acrylic Pigmented
Floor paint specially designed for use as a
waterproofing sealer over exterior and interior
floor coatings. Use over pedestrian areas,
such as, pool decks, courtyards, and walkways.
Deck Paint will show excellent water blushing
and block resistance when compared to other
similar sealers. Deck Paint can also be used
to re-seal existing porous deck surfaces and
new concrete or polymer modified concrete
surfaces. When used in conjunction with
Versa-Pox “W” Series Primer, the Deck Paint
will adhere to most deck and floor surfaces,
including hard to bond to surfaces like urethane
elastomerics.
Features and Advantages:
 Water-Resistant
 Low Odor
 Single Component
 Abrasion Resistant
 Flexible
 Long Pot Life
 Water Clean Up

Apply Over:
Concrete
Existing Deck Coatings
Brick
Metal
Masonry
Wood
Pool decks
Sidewalks
Spalled or Eroded Concrete
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Applied over a textured walkway

Applied over a mezzanine area

Standard Colors:

Applied over a knockdown pool deck

Applied over a cabin deck

